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Model Number: PF50

Powr-Flite PF50  12 Inch Upright Vacuum

Manufacturer: Powr-Flite

 

Commercial Vacuum Cleaners
Powr-Flite Powr-Flite PF50  12 Inch Upright Vacuum offers top quality  commercial
grade vacuum in a model for your specific  requirements.

When you are vacuuming, it helps  to have the right tool for the job. With
Powr-Flite&rsquo;s extensive line of  commercial grade vacuums, it is easy to match
the features you need to the job.  Our upright vacuums feature heavy-duty low profile
housing and wide furniture  guards to protect the unit and surroundings during use.
Everyone has a  preference when it comes to vacuum bags so we made it easy. Most
of our models  come in either a Vacucide, treated shake out bag model or with the
Enviro-Clean,  high filtration paper bag. We also offer a heavy duty dirt cup model for
fast,  simple and clean waste disposal.

When it is necessary to keep the noise  level to a minimum, our two ?tools on board?
vacuums feature a clean air  filtration system that operates powerfully, yet quietly with
the Silent Run  System. Our commercial vacuum line is completed with two wide area
sweeper  models and a convenient back pack vacuum. We know your requirements
are varied  so we offer models in every price range and with a wide range of features
so  that you can choose the equipment that best fits your specific  requirements.

Commercial Upright Vacuums
Powr-Flite offers top quality commercial upright vacuums that are tough and durable
with a variety of models for your specific needs.

When you are vacuuming, it helps to have the right tool for the job. With
Powr-Flite&rsquo;s extensive line of commercial vacuums, it is easy to match the
features you need to the job. Our upright vacuums feature heavy-duty low profile
housing and wide furniture guards to protect the unit and surroundings during use.
Everyone has a preference when it comes to vacuum bags so we made it easy. Most
of our models come in either a Vacucide, treated shake out bag model or with the
Enviro-Clean, high filtration paper bag. We also offer a heavy duty dirt cup model for
fast, simple and clean waste disposal.

When it is necessary to keep the noise level to a minimum, our two &ldquo;tools on
board&rdquo; vacuums feature a clean air filtration system that operates powerfully,
yet quietly with the Silent Run System. Our commercial vacuum line is completed with
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two wide area sweeper models and a convenient back pack vacuum. We know your
requirements are varied so we offer models in every price range and with a wide
range of features so that you can choose the equipment that best fits your specific
requirements.

Upright Vacuums
Paper Replacement Bags
Powr-Flite offers top quality commercial uprights that
are tough and durable with a variety of models for
your specific needs.

12 Inch Upright Vacuum 12 inch upright vacuum

 

You won&rsquo;t see a fully equipped commercial vacuum with this many features, at
this price anywhere else. The PF50 is lightweight at only 12 pounds but is built
commercial tough with a heavy-duty housing and all steel 2-piece handle. It is
designed to take the rough handling of daily high volume use. Put one of these
vacuums on each floor in your building or cleaning cart. The PF50 is priced right so
you can buy in quantity! Combine the cleaning power of the 5.0 amp motor that
delivers 65 CFM with the Enviro-Clean bag for filtering efficiency 10 times greater
than conventional paper bags or convert your PF50 to a shake-out bag with the
optional conversion kit.

    
        
            Product Features: 
            

            
        
    

    
        

            65 CFM for great suction power
        
        

            30 foot cord &ndash; perfect for office/hotel room cleaning without tripping
over extra long cords
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            Heavy-duty replaceable brush roll with removable end caps for easy repair
        
        

            Easy to change belt drive &ndash; change right on the job and keep on going
        
        

            4 position height adjustment flexible cleaning of hard floors or multi-height
carpeting
        
    

    
        
            Product Specifications: 
            

            
        
    

    
        
            Model Number
            PF50
        
        
            Motor
            5.0 amp (UL/CSA)
        
        
            Bag
            Enviro-Clean paper bag
        
        
            Agitator
            replaceable brush roll with removable end caps
        
        
            CFM
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            65 cfm
        
        
            Cleaning Width
            12 inches
        
        
            Wattage
            550 watts
        
        
            Volts
            110 vol
        
        
            Approvals
            UL/CSA approved
        
        
            Weight (lbs.)
            12 lbs
        
        
            Warranty
            1 year motor, parts, workmanship
        
    

Additional Information from Powr-Flite:
Specifications
Manual
Parts  List

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 20 October, 2009
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